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The auditing must be done with
in three months of closing of
the financial year. Audit should
not be a random sample but
thoroughly exhaustive. Improper
expenditures should be recovex
ed within sis months from the
persons sanctioning them. De
layed audit without recovery of
mis-f-pent monies are useless
post-mortems. Between the lines
of written agreements with
architects, builders and sup
pliers -lie unwritten understand
ings between them and decision
makers. The opportunities for
making money at the expense
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frequent air travels and stays
in expensive hotels. The tea
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vigilant to prevent nublic monies
pumped into private pockets.
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the payment of fees. No'docu
ment should be removed from
any file on grounds of confided
tiality.
Truncated files s-ie
covers for corruption. It is a
mistake to think that - public
interests are better _known only
to the rulers arid decision^
makers.
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Excellence
The universities will acquire
name and fame when their tea
chers are devoted to the pursuit
of excellence. As Jawaharlal
Nehru said "if all is well the
universities, all would be well'
with the nation.” The teachers’
unions should serve the nation
by creating true temples c '
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